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MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:  COUNCIL MEMBERS 
 
FROM: JOHN SHURTS, LESLIE BACH 
 
SUBJECT: UPDATE ON SPILL PROPOSAL 
 
On Wednesday morning, we have tentatively scheduled a short update item on the plan 
for spring spill in 2018. The parties in the Biological Opinion litigation have promised 
Judge Simon that they would file something on December 8 that describes the 
agreement on spring juvenile passage spill and any associated elements. The filing will 
be either a joint proposed order or something that describes what’s been agreed to and 
what issues still remain for the Court to resolve in getting to a final order.  
 
We understand that the parties have agreed to the basic concept of spill to the gas caps 
at each project, with some minor tweaks at a project or two and some flexibility in 
implementation. But we will not know for certain, nor know the precise details, until 
something is filed. 
 
If something does indeed get filed, we will report briefly for the benefit of the Council 
and the public on the contents of that filing and the plan for spill next spring. If the filing 
gets delayed again, we will take this item off the agenda. 
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Council Meeting 

Wednesday, December 13, 2017 
 

Update on 2018 Spring Juvenile Spill: John Shurts, general counsel 
Leslie Bach, senior manager 

 
 
2018 spring juvenile spill - proposed order jointly filed with court: 

Proposed order + spill chart + 2018 Spring Fish Operations Plan (FOP) 
 
Spill: Gas cap at all eight lower Columbia and Snake projects – chart (attached) 

Constraints/concerns/comments on chart – esp. adult delay concerns at a few of 
the projects 

 
Dates: April 3-June 20 for Snake projects; April 10-June 15 for Columbia projects 
 
Flexibility - in proposed order: 
 
 In-season adaptive management to address unintended biological consequences 
 

In-season adjustments to address conditions in Section 4.1 of FOP: 
Planned and Routine Operational Adjustments: 

1. High flow conditions that exceed powerhouse hydraulic capacity and require 
spilling more than the target spill level. 
2. Low flow conditions that require adjustments in spill level while maintaining 
project minimum generation requirements (see section 4.3.1. below). 
3. Lack of power demand (load) resulting in increased spill. 
4. Scheduled turbine unit and/or transmission outages that reduce powerhouse 
hydraulic capacity and require spilling more than the target spill level. 
5. Standard operations for transmission reliability (see section 4.4.1. below) 
6. Navigation safety concerns (see section 4.6. below).* 
 
Non-routine or Unplanned Operational Adjustments: 
1. Contingency operations for transmission reliability (see section 4.4.2 below). 
2. Fish emergencies (e.g., high river temperatures that exceed levels safe for fish). 
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3. Conditions related to project safety (e.g., erosion), health and human safety, 
navigation, or other unforeseen events that require spilling more or less than the 
target spill level. 
4. Other circumstances including human or programming error, unscheduled 
maintenance or outage, operational limitations (e.g., physical limitations of gate 
settings and spill patterns outside of the level of precision defined in section 3 
above, forebay elevations), and other unanticipated events or emergencies. 
5. In-season adjustments following adaptive management coordination through 
the existing regional coordination process (see section 4 & footnote 9). 

 
PIT-tag monitoring: Little Goose Dam, John Day Dam, and Bonneville Dam to begin 

on March 1 
 
2018 Spring FOP transport: begins May 1 at collector projects in the Snake 
 
Federal government’s separate filing: 
 
 Detail process; describe complexities; preserve appeal 
 
 Complexities - summarized: 

Technically complex operation that will present significant challenges to 
implement 
 
Operation requires balancing numerous obligations (human health and 
safety; reliability of the integrated power and transmission system; ensure 
safe navigation; perform maintenance; respond to high or low river flows) 
which will influence implementation 
 
Uncertainties with biological consequences; especially concern with adult 
passage; implement with in-season monitoring and adaptive mgmt 

 
Positions in court: 
 

Federal/state/tribal entities agreed to proposed spill operation through RIOG 
process. NWF Plaintiffs agreed. None of these entities oppose proposed order. 
Parties that appealed original order preserve appeals. 
 
Northwest RiverPartners did not oppose; expressed no opinion on specifics of 
proposed order because not part of technical process; reserved appeal 

 
Columbia-Snake River Irrigators Assn object – ask for argument 

 
Reminder about appeal: 
 

Court agreed to expedite 
Briefing complete by end of January 
Assigned to panel that heard appeals before (“comeback case”) 
Oral argument?  Decision? 










